
THE CONCLUSION

1 THESSALONIANS 5:12-28
Introduction: As Paul closes his letter to the Thessalonians, Paul has a number of closing thoughts all 

centred around the theme of conflict. From his commands, it is clear that Paul thinks the Thessalonians are 

struggling with conflict with their leaders, with their fellow church members and even within themselves. 

Paul wants to give them practical help with their trouble and an assurance that God is at work. 

 

Reading: Take the time to read through the passage together, at least once.  

 

Discussion Questions: 

 

1. In vs. 12, Paul instructs the people to esteem and respect those in leadership in the church. What is the 

balance between respect/esteem and being realistic about a leader's strengths and weaknesses? Do you 

think our church falls more on the side of being overly respectful or under respectful? 

Respect and esteem doesn't have much to do with a person's qualities. You can esteem someone for what 

they do well while gently encouraging them in their weaknesses. Also, recognize that there are times and 

situations for evaluating a minister. In general, the church should be tilted away from evaluation. 

 

2. In vs. 14, Paul lists a few different kinds of people who need help: the idle, the fainthearted, the weak. 

Quickly define what Paul means and then discuss: Which kind of person do you find easiest to help/love? 

which kind of person do you find most difficult? 

Idle = out of rank, out of step, unruly not doing what they are supposed to. (Correct these people) 

Fainthearted =little souls, easily discouraged (encourage these people, pray for them, come alongside 

them) 

Weak = those moving slowly, lagging behind, those who struggle with sin (help these people, lay hold of 

them, give them close accountability and constant support) 

 

3. In what situations do you find it hardest to rejoice, pray, and give thanks? (Vs. 16, 17,18) Anything currently 

in your life that you are struggling to rejoice in, pray over or give thanks for? 

If no one suggests anything, pitch a hypothetical about work, parenting, etc. 

 

4. What is the balance with regards to supernatural gifts that we see in vs. 19-22? What ware we supposed 

to do with prophecy? 

We should always be open to listening to it, considering it and trying to figure out if God is speaking through 

it. We should be weighing it out against the Scriptures, staying away from evil and holding fast to all forms 

of good. 

 

5. Paul has just issused a number of rapid-fire commands without much explanation or context. What does 

he lean on at the end of the day for hope that the Thessalonians will grow? How does this change how we 

think about growing in the faith? 

The work of God in their hearts. God who has called them will be faithful to them. 

 

Gospel Conclusion: 

At the end of all these commands, it is easy to conclude that we are hopeless. We can never live up to the 

standard offered here, but Paul reminds us here that everything is different because of the ross. Our victory 

is assured in Christ. Because he is faithful, we can hope for the future.
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